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Abstract
This paper will address an often-neglected agenda of the much-derided League of Nations:
its ‘social’ and ‘technical’ works. These targeted human security through regulating different
forms of internationalmobility, including the ﬁght against trafﬁcking inwomen and children.
The League used conventions and conferences to commit nation-states, in a legal model, to
standardized anti-trafﬁcking measures. It also, however, worked to educate and inform states,
voluntary organizations, and the general public about the nature of trafﬁcking and the ways
of combating it. The latter techniques are here interpreted using Foucault’s governmentality
writings, which encourage us to look beyond the juridical epistemologies of international
relationsand international law,butnotbeyondthe interlacingof lawsandnorms,hereexplored
through interwar League governmentalities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Most people remember the League of Nations as the interwar organization con-
stituted by the Treaty of Versailles, formed at the insistence of American president
WoodrowWilsonanddiplomatssuchasLordRobertCecil, andinspiredbytheir ideal
of liberal internationalism. Its covenantwas accepted in April 1919 and represented
a belief that peace could be guaranteed throughabody thatwould execute apostwar
settlement, mediate international disputes, pursue disarmament, and secure world
peace. In these tasks, there isnodenyingthat theLeagueended incatastrophic failure
and it has struggled to escape from the historiographical shadow of its performance
in mediating relationships between sovereign states.1 Yet, besides its core business
in the realmof international relations and international lawas traditionally deﬁned,
there also are less popularly acknowledged covenanted activities of the League that
concerned ‘technical’ or ‘economic and social’ duties through which it intervened
∗ Dr, PhD, Associate Professor; School of Geography, University of Nottingham [Stephen.Legg@nottingham.
ac.uk].
1 S. Pedersen, ‘Back to the League of Nations’, (2007) 112American Historical Review 1091, at 56.
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in international health, economics, and communication.2 Commenting on these
‘economic and social’ duties of the League, an early appraisal suggested that:
They covered every aspect of international relations: as time went on, they were con-
cernedmore andmore intimatelywith the ordinary problems of the life of individuals
as well as of nations – with health, housing, nutrition, wages, taxation, emigration,
education . . ..3
One such duty comprised the campaign against trafﬁcking in women and children.
This brought the League into contact with a nefariously imagined world of pimps,
madames, souteneurs, and trafﬁckers, who gravitated around brothels. These brothels
were, in turn, presumed to create both the supply of, and thedemand for, prostitutes.
The League helped to institute a change inmindsets and practices regarding prosti-
tution and trafﬁcking by de-racializing the ‘white slave trade’ rhetoric in an attempt
to force a recognition of the complexity of global trafﬁcking and its impacts on wo-
men, whether white or not, as will be elaborated on below.4 This is partly evident in
the international conventions and national laws it inspired, but is also evidenced by
the images, data, questions, questionnaires, and campaigns it produced. These inter-
ventionswent beyond the domain of sovereign juridical commands, legally binding
conventions, and clear territorial borders. Rather, they etched out the possibilities
for international, consensual, regulation in an increasingly globalized world.
The League’s responses to these ordinary problems of individual and national
lives were consensual in two senses: ﬁrst, governments consented to the League’s
authority even though it lacked the equivalent coercive powers of a domestic sov-
ereign, and thus it continued to rely on state-level compliance; second, the League
launched normative projects that sought to alter terms of debate (e.g., deﬁning ‘traf-
ﬁcking’ or a ‘brothel’) and thus to penetrate domestic governments and populations
through encouraging the consensual acceptance of its discourse and norms.
These two senses of consensual compliance also play on the ambivalence at the
heart of the ‘international’. This term traditionally refers to relations ‘[e]xisting,
constituted, or carried on between different nations; pertaining to the relations
between nations’, but it also refers to a sense of afﬁnity and afﬁliation across na-
tional borders, common standards of measure, or membership of bodies such as the
Communist International or, as shall be argued here, the League of Nations.5 One
can see two different kinds of ‘population’ at play here in the ‘international’. In the
Westphalian tradition, the population of the international was a family of sover-
eign states. In the twentieth century, the populations within the sovereign states
themselves became the objects of international discourses and regulation – the fam-
ily undergoing a transition from a model for the international to a mechanism of
2 Ibid., at 1108: ‘In addition topeacekeeping andmanaging relationsof sovereignty, theLeaguehada third task:
fostering international cooperation to address transnational problems or trafﬁcs that had been the subject
of humanitarian concern and rudimentary intergovernmental collaboration before the war.’
3 F. P.Walters,AHistory of the League of Nations (1952), 175.
4 This paper is in part an attempt to reinsert the League into narratives of the shift from slavery to trafﬁcking,
many of which gloss over the interwar period, such as the otherwise excellent J. Doezema, Sex Slaves and
Discourse Masters: The Construction of Trafﬁcking (2010).
5 Oxford English Dictionary (1989), online version, June 2011.
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international intervention into everyday life.6 Indeed, the populations targeted by
the League were twofold: they encompassed the family of nation-states typically
studied by international relations and international law; but they also envisaged a
global population that could be targeted by the transnational circulation of norms
and advice. That is what, in the quote above, is referred to as ‘the life of individuals
as well as of nations’.
This paper will argue that we should consider the powers of the League through
its technical interventions into the lives of individuals, rather than simply its work
as an international securityorganization. Thisnecessarilymeans thinkingabout the
‘international’ not only beyond its traditional subjects (sovereign states), but also
beyond the traditional juridical mechanisms of regulation (diplomacy and conven-
tions) to considering the broader informal techniques through which the language
and mechanisms of internationalism spread across the globe. This provides a new
insight into what Foucault has referred to as biopolitics (‘an explosion of numerous
and diverse techniques for achieving the subjugations of bodies and the control of
populations’7) as a political technology different from what he called sovereign or
juridical power. Moreover, I will argue that Foucault’s work on ‘governmentalities’
provides uswith a useful analytical toolkit to consider international negotiations of
sovereign- andbio-power. The argument is developed in three parts. Theﬁrst section
will introduce the terms of governmentality and biopolitics and situate them in the
ongoing re-evaluation of Foucault’s appreciation of the role of law inmodern forms
of power and government. It will be argued that governmentality provides an ana-
lytics for thinking beyond juridical frameworks associated with sovereign power,
without jettisoning an appreciation of the role of law. The second part will suggest
that we can think about ‘League governmentalities’ as internationalmanifestations
of modern government through the League’s technical duties and manifestation of
biopolitics, which augmented but did not supplant the place of sovereign powers of
international relations and international lawwithin itswork. Section3uses the case
study of trafﬁcking inwomen and children to showhow laws and norms, sovereign
powers and bio-powers, were brought together in League campaigns for both legal
conventions andgreaterunderstandingof themechanismsandmorals of trafﬁcking
and tolerated brothels.
2. GOVERNMENTALITIES AND (INTERNATIONAL) LAW
In attempting to retheorize the history of power relations in the West, Michel
Foucault’s famous injunction to decapitate the sovereign’s head of political theory
and move beyond an obsession with law has been much commented upon, chal-
lenged, and tested on empirical case studies.8 The origin of the contestation lieswith
6 For earlier, comparable comments on the family and thehomewithinnation-states, seeM. Foucault, Security,
Territory, Population: Lectures at the Colle`ge de France 1977–78 (2007), 104.
7 M. Foucault, The History of Sexuality Volume 1: TheWill to Knowledge (1979), 140.
8 M. Foucault, Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings 1972–1977 (1980), 121. For a critical
review of Foucault’s work on law, see A. Hunt and G.Wickham, Foucault and Law: Towards a Sociology of Law
as Governance (1994).
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Foucault’s juxtaposition of governmentality with an older sovereign power that
works through spectacle, force, deduction, subtraction, seizure, and juridical acts of
forbidding. Sovereign power in this sense is summarized by the now totemic phrase
‘to take life or let live’.9 Identifying emerging bio-powers by their productive, rather
than deductive, force, governmentality refers to the rationalities that blend sover-
eign powerswith newer disciplinary powers over individual bodies and biopolitical
regulations over a population. Biopolitics, as such, refers to ‘the right to “make”
live and “let” die’.10 These logics (rationalities) andpractices (technologies) combine
extractive, constraining, and delimiting (sovereign) techniques with the powers of
observation, suggestion, and stimulation (regulation, or the conduct of conduct) at
the level of individual instruction (discipline) and of the population (biopolitics).11
Governmentalities’ interventions relatenot towhetherone transgressesa law,but
to how closely one conforms to a norm. In the nineteenth century, two senses of the
normemerged: theempiricallyaverageandthedesirablygood.12 Foucaulttermedthe
latter norm-ation and associated it with disciplinary power.13 The former he termed
normalization andassociatedwith attempts to securepopulationprocesses through
governmentalities. But, vitally, he did not dissociate either formof normativity from
law, rather arguing that there is anormativity intrinsic toany legal imperative,while
techniques of normalization develop within, around, and against the law.14
While this detailed investigation of law and the norm has emerged from recent
lecture translations, interpreters of Foucault have long argued that legal and nor-
mative modes of power and their speciﬁc regulatory mechanisms are not mutually
exclusive. Franc¸ois Ewald, for example, arguedwith regard to the League’s successor
body, the United Nations, that it not only functions through the force of inter-
national law, but also attempts to conduct the conduct of states via more informal
instruments: ‘At the United Nations, for example, arguments have been made for
“resolutions” and “recommendations” that do not have the binding force of treaties
and serve instead as points of reference for evaluating the conduct of states.’15
Ewaldmade this argument in a pivotal paper at the beginning of a long campaign
to show how Foucault appreciated the role of law in modern societies.16 Such
a perspective is more recently complemented by research on the expansive and
indispensable nature of law in Foucault’s early works17 and the imbrication of
law with ‘governmentalities’ in his 1970s lectures.18 The key questions provoked
by this reassessment are: how do governmentalities relate to or encompass other
modes of power, notably sovereign or juridical powers, and how does such an
9 Foucault, supra note 7, at 136 (emphasis in original).
10 M. Foucault, Society Must Be Defended: Lectures at the Colle`ge de France 1975–76 (2003), 241.
11 M. Foucault, supra note 6.
12 P. Chatterjee, Lineages of Political Society: Studies in Postcolonial Democracy (2011), 8.
13 Foucault, supra note 6, at 57.
14 Ibid., at 56.
15 F. Ewald, ‘Norms, Discipline, and the Law’, (1990) 30 Representations 138, at 155.
16 See, e.g., V. Tadros, ‘Between Governance and Discipline: The Law and Michel Foucault’, (1998) 18 Oxford
Journal of Legal Studies 75.
17 B. Golder and P. Fitzpatrick, Foucault’s Law (2008).
18 E.g., the limitation of sovereign power through the law and law-market apparatus of ‘veridiction’; see M.
Foucault, The Birth of Biopolitics: Lectures at the Colle`ge de France 1978–79 (2008), 32.
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understandingallowustobreakdownafalsedistinctionbetween‘norms’ (associated
withgovernmentalpower)and ‘laws’ (oftensolelyassociatedwithsovereignpower)?
Thecase studyof trafﬁckingwill beusedhere to showthat,while theolder, sovereign
forms persist (legal conventions) alongside newer forms (commissions of enquiry,
statistics, and descriptions), the content of the activities blends legal and normative
techniques. This draws upon the work of Foucault and the ongoing commentaries
of his interpreters.
As Rose and Valverde argued, when Foucault called for an analytics of power
beyond the code of law,19 his target was actually ‘juridical’ thinking, which oper-
ated through sanctioning and forbidding types of action, not ‘law’ itself.20 Hence,
his argument was that our understanding of law would have to expand to include
its productive power too. As suggested above, Foucault insisted that normalization
had led to a proliferation and transformation of ‘law’, through which norms them-
selves circulate, even as law can still operate through constraining and coerced
compliance.21 Hence, Rose and Valverde refer to legal complexes as ‘the assemblage
of legal practices, legal institutions, statutes, legal codes, authorities, discourses,
texts, norms and forms of judgement’,22 which includes but is not limited to law or
juridical thinking. In addition, they formulate four analytical foci for investigations
of the legal complex from a governmentality perspective: (i) authorizations, which
addresses how centres of authority are created by threats of legal action or assuming
thepower to encode standards or responsibilities; (ii) normalizations,which focuses
on how individuals or institutions are encouraged to act in accordance with norms;
(iii) subjectiﬁcations, which addresses how legal systems create subject categories
and encourage self-subjection;23 and (iv) spatializations, which exposes how spaces
are made governable through encouraging rules or routines.
In terms of the subjects and objects of regulation, these foci of a governmental
analytics range beyond the traditional understandings of the state to encompass
not onlymunicipalities, civil society, and families, but also regional political unions
and international corporations or institutions.Whereas Foucault ﬁrst and foremost
focused on the domestic realm, and governmentality has been criticized formethod-
ological localism and nationalism, recent work has shown that he had considered,
brieﬂy, the international in terms of law. In 1979, he lectured on early modern
spaces of free competition in maritime law that contributed to the ‘juridiﬁcation
of the world’,24 building on his previous lectures regarding the ‘balance of Europe’
and European military–diplomatic apparatuses.25 But, recently, governmentality
studies have been pushed into new territory by exploring its relationship with the
international, the supranational, and the global. In their path-breaking volume,
19 Foucault, supra note 7, at 90.
20 N. Rose andM. Valverde, ‘Governed by Law?’, (1998) 7 Social Legal Studies, at 541.
21 Ewald, supra note 15, at 153.
22 Rose and Valverde, supra note 20, at 542.
23 Ibid.Onthe self-subjection/subjectiﬁcation relationship, see J. Butler,Psychic Life of Power:Theories inSubjection
(1997).
24 Foucault, supra note 18, at 56.
25 Foucault, supra note 6, Chapter 12.
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Global Governmentality: Governing International Spaces, Larner andWalters introduce
global governmentality as ‘a heading for studies which problematise the constitu-
tion, and governance of spaces above, beyond, between and across states’.26 Sim-
ilarly, Neumann and Sending recommend using Foucault to decentre the state as
the actor in international politics, bringing attention to bear on governmental prac-
tices, norms, and forms of liberal behaviour across and between states.27 While
doing groundbreaking work in transposing the debate on governmentality to the
international realm,much of the extant literature on governmentalities beyond the
nation-state often focuses on the era of ‘globalization’ since the 1990s. The current
article broadens this agenda by arguing that if we can think of international law,
we can also think of international governmentalities that emergedwith this type of
law, but also around, through, and against it. They take on the broader forms of gov-
ernmentalitiesmore generally but are tailored by circumstances, and organizations,
as the League governmentalities explored belowwill illustrate.
The four analytical foci proposed by Rose and Valverde provide a helpful ana-
lytical framework for the case study of trafﬁcking later in this paper, as they allow
us to address the different populations targeted by the League in its anti-trafﬁcking
campaign, as well as the different technologies applied. Contrary to many writings
on Foucault and (international) law, this paper will not be an ‘exegetical’ or ‘inter-
pretative’ analysis of law in his writings, but rather an ‘applied’ account of how
Foucault’s methodologies can help us arrive at a more critically incisive approach
to international law.28
3. THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND ANTI-TRAFFICKING
A Foucauldian framework enables us tomove beyond the traditional conception of
the League of Nations as an international security organization, to analyse another
and often-neglected agenda of the League of Nations. This concerns its endeavours
in the 1920s and 1930s to interpenetrate technical, individual, cultural, and polit-
ical spheres.29 Article 23 of the Covenant of the League of Nations charged the
organization with a wide variety of tasks that move beyond mediating inter-state
relationships as they are traditionally conceived. In the economic sphere, for in-
stance, some of its goals included minimizing waste, the scientiﬁc organization of
labour, standardizing products, simplifying transport systems, and securing higher
standards of life.30 These ‘technical’ or ‘socioeconomic’ activities included, amongst
other things, improving labour conditions, the treatment of ‘natives’, trade in arms,
communications, and disease. According to Article 23c, the League was also
26 W. Larner andW.Walters, ‘Introduction: Global Governmentality’, inW. Larner andW.Walters (eds.),Global
Governmentality: Governing International Spaces (2004), 1, at 2.
27 I. B. Neumann and O. J. Sending, “‘The International” as Governmentality’, (2007) 35Millennium – Journal of
International Studies 677. Also see N. J. Kiersey and D. Stokes (eds.), Foucault and International Relations: New
Critical Engagements (2011).
28 B. E. N. Golder, ‘Foucault and the Incompletion of Law’, (2008) 21 LJIL 747, at 749.
29 See J.-A. Pemberton, ‘NewWorlds for Old: The League of Nations in the Age of Electricity’, (2002) 28 RIS 311.
30 D. Ekbladh, ‘Exile Economics: The Transnational Contributions and Limits of the League of Nations’ Eco-
nomic and Financial Section’, (2010) 4NewGlobal Studies, Article 9.
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entrusted ‘with the general supervision over the execution of agreements with
regard to the trafﬁc in women and children, and the trafﬁc in opium and other
dangerous drugs’. Such endeavours went beyond the domestic and were referred to
in a 1927 League report as ‘internationalised rationalisation’.31 Age-of-consent de-
bates, in terms of trafﬁcking, ﬁtted into wider concerns with population regulation
and sexual reproduction, while other debates over cannabis production focused on
individual economic productivity, mediated through a colonial lens.32
Though planned as a minor part of the League’s mandate, interwar crises of eco-
nomy, disease, and refugees meant that such ‘technical’ work in practice accounted
for over 50 per cent of the League budget by the late 1930s. Thismoneywas spent on
data collection, travelling commissions, and forging agreements between member
states. In Foucauldian terms, these could be identiﬁed as what I would like to call
League governmentalities.33
In this role, the League made a key contribution to the emergence of inter-
national welfare, health, and hygiene.34 This emergence was marked by innovative
collaborationsbetweentheLeagueandvoluntary, state, andcorporatephilanthropic
organizations, experts, and professionals. Hence, this work also moved beyond the
international to the global, including non-members and working extensively with
non-state institutions. Dunbabin described the League’s work with the Red Cross,
the International Labour Organisation, refugees and epidemics in Eastern Europe,
and ﬁnancial reconstruction as amongst its most striking.35 This work with an
emergent international civil society increased in the 1930s as the League’s diplo-
matic capacities collapsed in the face of growing geopolitical tension.36 During
what Walters termed the renaissance of the economic and social agencies between
1935 and 1939, these bodies specialized in establishing models for governments
to accept themselves, rather than using formal treaties.37 These included clauses
that could be inserted into domestic legislation embodying norms regarding, for
instance, working hours, age of consent, or spending on armaments.
In this context, it could be argued that the League was also central to an
emergent transnational (if inherently Eurocentric) epistemic community investi-
gating the causes of poverty and disease. National rivalries did, of course, inﬂect
these relationships.38 Yet, the economic and social institutions of the League also
contributed to a fundamentallynewanddifferent focus on the lives of individuals as
31 Pemberton, supra note 29, at 321.
32 A. Tambe, ‘Climate, Race Science and the Age of Consent in the League of Nations’, (2011) 28 Theory, Culture
Society 109; L. Kozma, ‘The League of Nations and the Debate over Cannabis Prohibition’, (2011) 9 History
Compass 61.
33 Also see S. Legg, ‘Inter-War Spatial Chaos? Imperialism, Internationalism and the League of Nations’, in
S. Legg (ed.), Spatiality, Sovereignty and Carl Schmitt: Geographies of the Nomos (2011), 106.
34 P. Weindling, ‘Introduction: Constructing International Health between the Wars’, in P. Weindling (ed.),
International Health Organisations andMovements 1918–39 (1995), 1.
35 J. P. Dunbabin, ‘The League of Nations’ Place in the International System’, (1993) 78 Journal of the Historical
Association 421, at 433.
36 M. Smith, ‘The League of Nations and International Politics’, (1976) 2 British Journal of International Studies
311, at 320.
37 Walters, supra note 3, at 750.
38 See P.M.H.Mazumdar, ‘“In the Silence of the Laboratory”: The League ofNations Standardizes Syphilis Tests’,
(2003) 16 Social History of Medicine 437.
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well as nations. These institutions focused on welfare, exchanging ideas, and inﬂu-
encingpublicopinion: ‘theirprimaryattentionwasno longerconcentrateduponthe
action of governments but directed towards the cares and interests of the individual
and his family.’39 This attentionworked towards forming a ‘network of connexions’
between League ofﬁces, members’ administrations, and non-members.40
One of the most emotionally evocative of these networks concerned the traf-
ﬁcking of women and children, the campaign against it being described by Indian
League delegate Sir J. C. Coyajee as ‘the greatest in history’, which extended League
work ‘from that of securing life and increasing its material endowment to the task
of raising the value of life itself’.41 The Leaguehonoured clause 23c of its covenant at
the ﬁrst meeting of its Advisory Committee for Trafﬁcking inWomen and Children
(TWC) in 1922.42
The TWC Committee worked through conventions and publications, to encour-
age legislation and policies that would reduce enforced prostitution and interna-
tional trafﬁcking. The campaign was one of ethical concerns and moral hygiene
as well as a public-health project of social hygiene. The moral reform project fed,
in part, on the broader debate the League was engendering regarding (sovereign)
rights.43 TWCthusbecameadebate about the rights ofwomennot tobe trafﬁcked.44
This humanitarian concern favoured a social-scientiﬁc investigation into the con-
ditions of prostitutes and trafﬁcked women, rather than the social-purist emphasis
on repressing and policing prostitutes. This had been the dominant response to the
hysteria over the ‘white slave trade’ at the end of the nineteenth century that had led
to repressionist legislation like the British Criminal LawAmendment Act of 1912.45
This reminds us that at the heart of many biopolitical projects are laws and debates
over sovereignty. Literature on the League has tended to focus on the latter. The
review below will show how these subjects are of vital importance, but also how
they can be and need to be thought of in relation to the League’s governmentalities.
This will be demonstrated through an analysis of trafﬁcking policy on the basis
of the four analytical foci proposed by Rose and Valverde: (i) authorizations, (ii)
normalizations, (iii) subjectiﬁcations, and (iv) spatializations.
39 Walters, supra note 3, at 750.
40 Ibid., at 176 ff.
41 J. C. Coyajee, India and the League of Nations (1932), 191.
42 B.Metzger, ‘TowardsanInternationalHumanRightsRegimeduringtheInterwarYears:TheLeagueofNations’
Combat of Trafﬁc inWomen andChildren’, inK. Grant, P. Levine, and F. Trentmann (eds.),Beyond Sovereignty:
Britain, Empire and Transnationalism, c.1880–1950 (2007), 54; D. Gorman, ‘Empire, Internationalism, and the
Campaignagainst theTrafﬁc inWomenandChildren in the1920s’, (2008) 19TwentiethCenturyBritishHistory
186; S. A. Limoncelli,The Politics of Trafﬁcking: The First InternationalMovement to Combat the Sexual Exploitation
ofWomen (2010).
43 See B. Metzger, ‘The League of Nations and Human Rights: From Practice to Theory’ (2001, unpublished
doctoral thesis, University of Cambridge) for League debates and actions over the rights of refugees, children,
and trafﬁcked individuals. Formore contemporaryworkon international law, sex, and rights, seeA.M.Gross,
‘Sex, Love, andMarriage: Questioning Gender and Sexuality Rights in International Law’, (2008) 21 LJIL 235.
44 C. A. Miller, ‘The Social Section and Advisory Committee on Social Questions at the League of Nations’, in
International Health Organisations andMovements, 1918–39 (1995), 154, at 158.
45 Doezema, supra note 4; the evolution of the anti-TWC movement in the Netherlands, France, and Italy has
also been traced by Limoncelli, supra note 42.
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4. LEAGUE GOVERNMENTALITIES
4.1. League authorizations: Geneva andNewYork
The Trafﬁc in Women and Children Advisory Committee to the Social Questions
branch of the League marked a new form of enquiry and implementation. Its ex-
pert investigations and recommendations saw it contribute to an international
assemblage of normative concepts,measures, and opinions. In its role in supporting
international governmentalities, however, the League would continue to experi-
ment with traditional agreements, based on a sovereign model of power and legal
conventions established by congresses and conventions, such as those concerning
the ‘white slave trade’. These formed one core of authorizations based in Geneva,
while American authority was also felt through the more diffuse inﬂuence of the
NewYork-basedRockefellerFoundation.These twoexampleswillbeexploredbelow.
Evidencing the links between sovereign power and biopolitics, law, and norms,
anti-white slave trade conventions helped establish many of the governmentalities
that would target trafﬁcking, while, at the same time, the TWC’s origins and objects
were very clearly informed by civil society and social scandals. As an example of
the way in which the TWC’s activities and ideology were informed by civil-society
groups, the TWC’s 1927 ‘Report of the Special Body of Experts on Trafﬁc inWomen
andChildren’made it very clear that themovement to suppress the trade inwomen
and children, of which the TWC was itself a part, was inaugurated by a congress
held in London in 1899. This congress was organized by Alexander Coote, secretary
of England’s National Vigilance Association, and Senator Be´renger from France in
order to co-ordinate policies against the ‘white slave trade’.46 Arising out of this
conference, an association to suppress the supposed trade was established that had
branches across Europe, with theUK committee being co-ordinated by theNational
Vigilance Society. As the League’s 1927 report claimed:
These Committees, which were independent of the Governments but acted in agree-
ment with them, had at their disposal the copious information supplied by the vast
network of organisations for preventative work and the protection of girls which
already existed in the OldWorld.47
Many of these civil-society organizations had emerged from purity campaigns such
as those of Josephine Butler against the British Contagious Diseases Acts (1864–86).
Building on the 1899 London Congress, the French government called an ofﬁcial
conference in Paris in 1902, which led to the International Agreement for the Sup-
pression of theWhite Slave Trafﬁc of 1904. Thiswas signed by 16 nations, including
the majority of the major European powers. Though this gave the anti-white slave
trademovement the kudos of ofﬁcial recognition, the co-signatories were only con-
sensually committed to establishing modes of surveillance at ports and stations,
encouraging the repatriation of foreign prostitutes and investigating the trafﬁc
of women and children. This latter activity involved the appointment of central
authorities within each nation charged with co-ordinating relevant information
46 League of Nations, Report of the Special Body of Experts on Trafﬁc inWomen and Children: Part I (1927), 7.
47 Ibid., at 8.
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regarding trafﬁcking. A further diplomatic conference held in 1910 committed sig-
natories to adjust their domestic legislation to punish trafﬁckers if the victim was
under 20 years old, even if travelling under consent, and to punish procuration
by force or fraud. Growing concerns about a trade in women and children was
reﬂected domestically in, for instance, the United Kingdom’s Criminal LawAmend-
mentAct (1912),whichprovidedpowers topunishpimps, trafﬁckers, andprocurers.
ThisAct subsequentlybecameamodel for legislators throughout theBritishEmpire.
Acknowledgingthe increasingly internationalnatureof thewhite-slaverydiscourse,
the League’s 1927 report recognized the inﬂuence of the 1908–09 United States of
America Immigration Commission report on the ‘Importation and Harbouring of
Women for Immoral Purposes’. This had led to the ‘White SlaveTrafﬁcAct’, orMann
Act, of 1910, which penalized the inter-state or foreign commerce of women or girls
for immoral purposes.
In addition to these state-based acts andmeetings, the institutions of an emergent
international civil society organized gatherings on similar topics. In 1920 alone,
The Shield (of the Association for Moral and Social Hygiene) could report three
internationalconferences relevant to itswork,namelyameetingof the International
Council of Women, the International Abolitionist Conference, and the Conference
of the International Woman Suffrage Alliance.48 But the following year would see
a convention passed that would establish the League as the broadest and most
inﬂuential platform for inﬂuencing state policy and disseminating information
that was of an increasingly abolitionist nature.
In June 1921, the League organized an international conference in Geneva at
which representatives from 34 nations discussed themeans by which the organiza-
tion would honour its commitments under section 23c, namely to offer general
supervision over the execution of agreements with regard to the trafﬁc in women
and children. It was at this meeting that the rhetoric of the white slave trade was
de-racialized to that of Trafﬁc inWomen and Children, an Advisory Committee on
TWCwasestablished, andtheagreement reachedthatLeaguenationsshouldsubmit
annual reports on conditions relating to trafﬁcking, all of which were embodied in
a draft convention. This draft convention subsequently became the International
Convention for the Suppression of the Trafﬁc in Women and Children that was
put into effect at the September 1921 session of the League. Within six months, it
had been signed by 33 states, some of which (Germany, for instance) were not even
members of the League. Those states who had not signed the 1904 or 1910 white-
slavery conventions were bound to enforce their provisions, to tackle trafﬁcking
in women and children (and acts deemed preparatory to such trade), and to allow
for the extradition of persons accused of TWC. As will be seen below, the League
persistently campaigned against trafﬁcking throughout the 1920s, though this was
largely an investigative and educative programme.However, following a conference
inGeneva inOctober 1933, the League passed a convention thatwould augment the
agreements of 1904, 1910, and 1921 by penalizing anyone who procured females of
48 ‘International Conferences in 1920’ (1920), The Shield, Fifth Series, III(2), 1.
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‘full age’, evenwith their consent, for immoral purposes to be carried out in another
country,whetherornot thoseoffensiveactswerecommitted indifferentcountries.49
In addition to the vital abolitionist principle that consent of a trafﬁckedwomanwas
irrelevant, extra powers targeted attempted offences and preparatory acts, but did
not remove the age bar or ban tolerated brothels, for which many campaigners
outside the state sector had been campaigning. Their inﬂuence had, however, been
signiﬁcant.
It had long been clear that the TWCCommitteewould be just as dependent upon
the representatives of charitable and voluntary associations as it would be attentive
to the representatives of nation-states. As the Secretary-General of the League com-
mented during his opening speech at the committee’s ﬁrst meeting, since the 1902
Paris conference, ‘international andnationalvoluntaryassociationshadremained in
the forefront of thebattle against trafﬁc, and theCouncil accepted their co-operation
on the Advisory Committee with the greatest pleasure’.50 The second meeting re-
ceived reports from various ‘international voluntary organisations’, including the
Federation of National Unions for the Protection of Girls, the International Bureau
for the Suppression of the Trafﬁc in Women and Children, and the International
Jewish Association for the Protection of Girls.
While the League received delegations from other organizations, it also sent
representatives to meetings to put across its views and garner the impressions of
other experts in the ﬁeld. For example, in June 1928, Dame Rachel Crowdy, the head
of theSocial Sectionof theLeagueofwhich theTWCCommitteewasapart, attended
the Seventh International Congress for the Suppression of Trafﬁc in Women and
Children in London.51 Crowdy praised the voluntary associations that had ‘blazed
the trail’ against TWCover the last 50 years and stressed their continued importance
in educating the public against the dangers of trafﬁcking.
As such, it was clear that the League had inherited tactics and conventions from
international law, but that it was just as indebted to non-state origins and their
campaigning tactics. Geneva had established itself as the new centre for author-
izing sovereign interventions into trafﬁcking policies, which contained their own
norms (regarding age of consent, for instance), subjects (the trafﬁcker, woman, and
child), and spatialities (the port and the station). It would remain the centre for
authorizing more diverse trafﬁcking governmentalities, with clearer deﬁnitions of
thepeople, norms, and spaces at theirheart. Itwas in this realmof education, broadly
conceived,52 that theLeaguewouldﬁndadomainof inﬂuencemuchwider than that
which could be secured through the conventional legal commitments of sovereign
states.
49 League of Nations,Diplomatic Conference Concerning the Suppression of Trafﬁc inWomen of Full Age (1933).
50 League of Nations,Advisory Committee on the Trafﬁc inWomen and Children: Minutes of the First Session, Geneva
June 29th–July 1st (1922), 4.
51 K. Furse, ‘The Seventh International Congress for the Suppression of Trafﬁc inWomen andChildren’, (1927)
IIHealth and Empire 133.
52 On the League’s more speciﬁc work on intellectual co-operation, see D. Laqua, ‘Transnational Intellectual
Cooperation, the League of Nations, and the Problem of Order’, (2011) 6 Journal of Global History 223.
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But, if the channels of League action and the ﬁgures it targeted were diffuse,
equally so were its sources of inﬂuence and funding. There is a substantial litera-
ture regarding international law and the inﬂuence of America, spanning historical
writings on the absent presence of America’s ‘globalMonroe Doctrine’53 to contem-
porary analysis of the American ‘Empire’.54 But, in the interwar years, America also
began to exert its inﬂuence over global biopolitics. In particular, the Rockefeller
Foundation in New York used its vast wealth to inﬂect the emerging trajectory of
international health.55 Regarding prostitution, J. D. Rockefeller sponsored Abraham
Flexner to tour European cities and report on their policies regarding prostitu-
tion. His resultingwork thoroughly condemned tolerated brothels as justifying and
stimulating trafﬁcking.56 Themethodologyof thisworkand its conclusionswereex-
tremely inﬂuential, but Rockefeller also intervened directly in the League (of which
America was not a member). It is clear that the entire history of the TWC Advisory
Committee would have been radically undermined without Rockefeller support. It
was a US representative to the TWC Advisory Committee, Grace Abbot, who sug-
gested a travelling commission of enquiry into trafﬁcking at their second session
in March 1923.57 A body of experts was appointed in December of that year and
met in April 1924 to consider the work to date of the TWC Committee. Thanks to a
grant of $75 000 from the Rockefeller-funded American Social Hygiene Association,
the League was able to fund the travelling commission, with Dr William F. Snow
acting as personal supervisor and chairman. Snow was an American advocate of
social hygiene who believed in the importance of themedical profession securing a
prominent role in the campaign against venereal diseases butwho also, like Flexner,
understood the importance of education andmoral guidance.58
The enquiry had much in common with Flexner’s methodology, but greatly
increasedhisscopeof investigations.Thebeliefwasthat trafﬁckingbeganinWestern
Europe and moved to Central and South America. The investigation, however, also
spread to North America and Baltic countries, eventually taking in 28 countries
and 112 cities, in which 6500 interviews were carried out, of whom roughly 5000
were with prostitutes or souteneurs. The Report of the Special Body of Experts on the
Trafﬁc in Women and Children was published on 18 February 1927 in two parts:
the ﬁrst contained an interpretation of the gathered facts and some conclusions
and recommendations; the second contained excerpts from the mass of material
gathered.Due, in no small part, to the sensationalist nature of the subjectmatter, the
report became an instant best-seller, with 7000 copies purchased by the end of the
year.59 The report would also come to be widely circulated through reproductions
53 C. Schmitt, ‘Großraum versus Universalism: The International Legal Struggle over the Monroe Doctrine’
(translated byM. G. Hannah), in S. Legg (ed.), Spatiality, Sovereignty and Carl Schmitt: Geographies of the Nomos
(2011 [1939]), 46.
54 A. Rasulov, ‘Writing about Empire: Remarks on the Logic of a Discourse’, (2010) 23 LJIL 449.
55 J. Farley,ToCastOutDisease:AHistory of the InternationalHealthDivision of theRockefeller Foundation (1913–1951)
(2004).
56 A. Flexner, Prostitution in Europe (1914).
57 League of Nations, supra note 46, at 5.
58 D. J. Pivar, Purity and Hygiene: Women, Prostitution, and the ‘America Plan’, 1900–1930 (2002), 109.
59 Furse, supra note 51, at 134.
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and summaries, in journals such as the British Social Hygiene Council’s Health and
EmpireandtheAssociationforMoralandSocialHygiene’sTheShield,whichreprinted
the entire conclusion of the report.60
The 1927 report sent out clear messages about the characters and methods em-
ployed in TWC, then argued that the trafﬁc actually existed, and suggested both
the routes and nodes to blame. These arguments worked around relatively clear
notions of trafﬁcking, procurement, and brothels. These proved to be key planks in
a broader nominalist programme of the League that set out to name and deﬁne the
key targets in its campaign against TWC, which would then be used to educate the
world about the dangers of trafﬁcking. The report contains a wealth of information
and viewpoints, not all of which can be done justice to here (e.g., sections on the
type of women trafﬁcked and the routes and methods of mobility). Many of these
deﬁnitions found their way directly into the clauses of suppressionist legislation
worldwide, forming the bases for national projects of normalization, and mark one
of the most mobile yet inﬂuential governmentalities within the League techne.
4.2. Normalization and the deﬁnition of trafﬁcking
For thepurposesof this study, international trafﬁchasbeen takenasmeaningprimarily
the direct or indirect procuration and transportation for gain to a foreign country
of women and girls for the sexual gratiﬁcation of one or more other persons. This
deﬁnition covers the cases in which girls have been procured and transported to
become mistresses of wealthy men. It also covers certain cases of the procuring of
women as entertainers and artistes, and exploiting them for purposes of prostitution
in foreign countries under degrading and demoralising conditions.61
Essential toaprojectofnormalizationisthedeﬁnitionoftheobjectsunderregulation
and their forms of circulation, while compatible forms of norm-ation distinguish
between the normal and the abnormal – such a deﬁnition establishes the terrain
over which judgements and adjustments would be encouraged. The 1927 League
report beganwith a chapter on ‘the character of the trafﬁc’, which sought to address
the beliefs of those people who thought that the white slave trade had died out
following the conferences andconventionsof theprevious30years.On the contrary,
trafﬁcking had been found to exist, as deﬁned in the above quotation. This referred
only to international trafﬁc, whichwas the speciﬁc remit of the League. Themotive
of the trafﬁc was believed to be ﬁnancial, and it was governed by the business law
of supply and demand. Conscious that the de-racialized terminology of the TWC
replaced political with ﬁnancial metaphors, the report stated that:
Wehaveusedtheseeconomictermsbecausetheyseemaptlytodescribethecommercial
aspect of thewhole trafﬁc. There exists or arises, owing to a variety of causes, a demand
60 ‘Summary of the Report of the Special Body of Experts on Trafﬁc in Women and Children’, (1927) II Health
and Empire 109; ‘League of Nations’ Report on Trafﬁc in Women’ (1927), The Shield, Third Series, V(3), 109;
and ‘Full Summary of the Report of the Special Body of Experts on Trafﬁc in Women and Children’ (1927),
The Shield, Third Series, V(3), 129.
61 League of Nations, supra note 46, at 9.
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for prostitutes in some particular area. The trafﬁcker deliberately sets out to supply
it.62
Thebodyof expertswereobviouslyawareof the tensionbetween thevastheterogen-
eity of the places and peopleswithin the scope of their study and the suggestiveness
of their terminology that implied the co-ordinating genius of a ‘trafﬁcker’. The
souteneurs andmadameswere said to speak many different languages, but to share a
common slang.While therewas not an organized international group, a ‘worldwide
camaraderie’ of ‘honour among thieves’ bound these ‘parasites’ together. Therewere
various causes, and circumstances, of the demand for trafﬁcked women and chil-
dren. These included: surpluses of men over women; theatres, clubs, and cabarets
that encouraged prostitution; places with seasonal movements of men (especially
soldiers and sailors, workers, or tourists); and vice districts or licensed houses (as
discussed below).The Shieldwould report in 1935 that the League’s deﬁnition of traf-
ﬁcking and its effort to suppress it had found success through forcing governments
to consider the phenomenon and marking their efforts as a matter of prestige.63
While consciousness of this amorphous trafﬁc was essential, governments would
be prompted into action by recognition of the subjects of mobility (the pimps and
procurers) and the spatialities of transfer and storage (the brothel).
4.3. Trafﬁcking subjectivities
Noformalorganisationexiststofurthertrafﬁc,butthereisevidenceoflocalassociations
of trafﬁckers inmany different countrieswith groups of their own andmeeting-places.
In connection with such places, souteneurs obtain news of what is going on, learn the
movements of their friends and often obtain money or other forms of assistance to
promote trafﬁcking in women.64
Having described the nature of trafﬁcking, the League’s 1927 report went on to try
to explain the subjectivities of the people involved, and the mechanisms by which
trafﬁckingtookplace.As thequoteabovesuggests, acastof subjectswas invokedthat
included trafﬁckers, groups, souteneurs, friends, and the women themselves. Again,
it came up against the dilemma of explaining how a complex whole was organized
without a central co-ordinating agent. ‘The question naturally arises to whom did
the proﬁts go, or in other words who are the so-called trafﬁckers?’ It was insisted
that trafﬁckers did not consist of a single class, but formed a group of individuals
with various interests, merging into pornography, drug supply, and prostitution.
As instanced in the quotation above, the trade operated through intermediaries
who combined knowledge of a particular market with experience of transport or
traders. Agents and commissionaries would be used to ﬁnd houses suitable for
brothel keeping, to locate moneylenders, and to source women themselves. The
investigatorswere able to travel thousands ofmiles along these dispersed networks,
linking up local groups that were not in touch with each other but had trafﬁckers
62 Ibid., at 9.
63 ‘League of Nations: Report of the Fifth Committee’ (1935), The Shield, Fifth Series, IV(2), 50.
64 League of Nations, supra note 46, at 24.
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who could pass on contacts between locations. These different agents converged
on speciﬁc ‘centres of information’ to circulate ‘dope’ (news) as to the prospects of
trade indifferent countries, thenumberof tourists, the availability of falsepassports,
immigration laws, regulations on prostitution, and rates of deportation. Despite the
vast variety of these networks, trafﬁckers were divided into four categories, with
their attendant characteristics:
1. Principals: usually the owners of brothels, often retired souteneurs, who provided
funds and gathered information in order to co-ordinate the trafﬁc.
2. Madames: managers of brothels who kept houses full of ‘new attractions’; they
were often in relationships with principals or souteneurs and often kept girls
indebted to the brothel.
3. Souteneurs: ﬁnanced the business, secured new girls, transported them, and intro-
duced them tomadames; they were continually on the move.
4. Intermediaries: transported women for madames and souteneurs. They procured
artists and entertainers, accosted customers and brought them to brothels, and
liaised with seamen who smuggled in girls.
Theacknowledgementofthesetrafﬁckers,andtheinstigationofactionagainstthem,
were of course not new. Their histories show that, just as legal conventions relied
upon norms and social networks, nominalist processes likewise drew upon legal
acts and dialogues. In addition to the international congresses from the turn of the
century,national legislatureshadpassed theirownactsagainst trafﬁckers. Following
the ‘Maiden Tribute’ scandal,65 for instance, the British Criminal Law Amendment
Act (1885) against procuration had been passed. The 1927 report acknowledged the
importanceof theAct’spenalizationofprocurationofa femaleunder theageof21 for
unlawful carnal connection, whether in England or abroad, claiming ‘This Act was
used as a model in connection with later international discussions’.66 The League
was proactive in seeking legal action against souteneurs in particular. It circulated
details of legislative measures in force in various countries to deal with souteneurs
and stressed the need to grant powers for the prompt arrest and penalization of such
persons.67 But the movement narrowed in on the brothel as the storing house of
trafﬁcked women and girls and the prime cause of demand for them.
4.4. Spatialities of the licensed house
We are led to the conclusion that commercialised vice leading to international trafﬁc
undoubtedly receives a strong stimulus where prostitution is either ignored or where
the control takes the form of ofﬁcial recognition by the registration of prostitutes or
the licensing of brothels . . .. We have deﬁnite evidence that licensed houses create a
65 W. Stead, ‘TheMaiden Tribute ofModern Babylon I: The Report of our Secret Commission’, Pall Mall Gazette,
6 July 1885.
66 League of Nations, supra note 46, at 7; see also ‘Laws against Trafﬁc in Women etc.: Extracts from Criminal
Laws’ (1938), The Shield, Fifth Series, VI(3), 130.
67 NA/Home(Judicial)/1929/843/29.
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steady demand for new women and that this demand is met by trafﬁckers and causes
both national and international trafﬁc.68
Whilst the League de-racialized the language of the white slave trade, it clung
onto the scalar connection that abolitionist discourses had forged between ‘licensed
brothels’ (as above) and a supposedly global trafﬁc. But it found its hands tied by its
limitation to the international dimension of prostitution, namely trafﬁcking per se,
and not the supposedly domestic dimension of brothel control.Within these limits,
theTWCCommittee’sﬁrst effort to target thebrothel struckupuneasy comparisons
with former efforts targeting the ‘slave trade’ in white women alone.
During the March 1923 meeting of the TWC Advisory Committee, a resolution
by the Assembly was discussed that suggested that, pending abolition of the sys-
tem of state-regulated prostitution altogether, foreign women should be banned
fromworking in licensed houses.69 These houses referred to brothels that had been
registeredandacknowledgedbythestate.Thisdidnot includetoleratedbrothels that
wereknownofbutnot registered,allowingstates suchasBritish India toconsistently
proclaim that it did not have, and had not had since 1888, licensed houses.
The suggestions regarding foreign prostitutes were widely opposed. Mme de
Sainte-Croix, representing variouswomen’s voluntary organizations, stressed to the
committee that there were no remaining arguments left for state regulation of any
kind, and that it led to a false sense of security regarding venereal diseases. The
French representative, M Bourgois, objected on the grounds that state regulation
was an internal question beyond the concerns of the League, although the Chair
pointed out that the resolution did not propose to interfere in regulation directly.
The focus on licensed brothels increased over the following years. At the 1924
meeting of the TWC Committee, the answers to a questionnaire concerning the
effects of abandoning licensed houses had been discussed.70 Of the 14 governments
that replied, having abolished tolerated brothels, only four suggested that this had
led to an increase in trafﬁcking. Following this, the Polish representative put a
statement on record stressing that the committee was in favour of the abolition of
licensed houses.
The TWC Committee very much adopted this viewpoint in its further sessions.
InDecember 1927, tenmonths after the reportwas issued, it published the results of
its questionnaire distributed in 1922 regarding foreign women in licensed brothels,
and also incorporated the results of other questions circulated regarding the links
between licensed houses and trafﬁcking.71 Eight countries, including Great Britain,
suggested there was a link, whereas the four that did not (Hungary, Italy, Japan,
and Siam) claimed that this was because of the strict observation under which
their licensed houses were placed. As a result of this, at the 1928 TWC Committee
68 League of Nations, supra note 46, at 14.
69 LeagueofNations,AdvisoryCommittee on the Trafﬁc inWomenandChildren:Minutes of the Second Session:Geneva
March 22nd to 27th 1923 (1923).
70 League of Nations,Advisory Committee on the Trafﬁc inWomen and Children:Minutes of the Third Session: Geneva
April 7th–11th 1924 (1924).
71 League of Nations, Abstract of the Reports from Governments on the System of Licensed Houses as Related to Trafﬁc
inWomen and Children (1927).
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meeting,governmentswereexplicitlyaskedtocloselicensedhouses. Itwasadmitted,
however, that public opinion would have to be worked on and the legislative and
administrativemeasuresnecessarywouldhave tobe researchedbefore suchchanges
could be implemented.72
The report’spositionon licensedbrothelswasalso favourably receivedelsewhere.
Between28 Juneand1 July1927, theSeventh InternationalCongress for theSuppres-
sion of Trafﬁc inWomen and Childrenwas held in London.73 Dame Rachel Crowdy,
head of the Social Section of the League, presided over a lengthy discussion of the
TWC report. Brothels were described as the ‘mainspring’ of trafﬁcking, and a resolu-
tionwas passed requesting the closure of ‘bordels’ in ‘all countries, at all times, in all
circumstances’. In a further report inHealth and Empire, Dame Katharine Furse used
the report, and the 1928 TWCCommittee’s reﬂections on it, to reﬂect on trafﬁcking
more broadly, and the brothel in particular.74 She commented on the discussions
speciﬁcally from a ‘woman’s point of view’, wondering how somemalemembers of
the committee could continue to defend licensed houses as a public-healthmeasure
when they were so clearly unhealthy for the women involved. An investigation by
theHealthOrganisation of the Leaguewas suggested, whichwould surely prove the
ill health and high mortality of women in licensed houses – the ‘retail’ part of the
trafﬁcking business.
While the League did not take up this proposal to focus on the fate of women
within brothels, it did attempt to formulate the laws that had been put in place
to guarantee public health and public order in cases in which licensed houses
had been abolished, following a resolution by the TWC Committee in 1929.75 Of
the 15 countries that replied, six had instituted a system of compulsory treatment
of venereal diseases, unlike the free and voluntary systems in Britain, South Africa,
Canada,andsomeSwisscantons,whichsomeregardedasanother formofregulation.
Regardless of the system, however, it was argued that abolition of tolerated brothels
hadnot led tonegative societal or biological effects. This laid the groundwork for the
1933 conference that banned trafﬁcking, even with consent, although the tolerated
brothel remained untouched. The League had built up information to prove its
speciﬁc argument about brothels, but, in so doing, had also outlined a new form of
international governmentality that functioned, as the Indian delegates to Geneva
reportedbacktotheirgovernment, throughproductiverather thandeductivepower:
The work of the League in this ﬁeld is a valuable example of the effects which can be
produced, not by creating obligations, but by convincing analysis of essential aims and
bymutual enlightenment as to the experience of different countries in securing these
aims . . .. It is now recognised, as proved by experience, that the licensed house system
is not justiﬁed as ameans of protecting public order and health, and that the abolition
72 K. Furse, ‘Part of the SocialWork of the League of Nations’, (1928) IIIHealth and Empire 127, at 131.
73 Furse, supra note 51.
74 Furse, supra note 72.
75 League of Nations, Study of Laws and Regulations with a View to Protecting Public Order and Health in Countries
where the System of Licensed Houses Has Been Abolished (1930).
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of the system which is essential to the suppression of the trafﬁc, can be carried out
without disadvantage in other directions.76
5. CONCLUSIONS
What I hope to have shown is that, during a critical period in the evolution of inter-
national law, theLeague ofNationsused traditionsof conventions and conferencing
to tackle TWC. These top-down, prohibitionary, sovereign-powermodels were used
effectively, but they also drewonnon-state social bodies andoperated through spon-
soring new norms, deploying networked spatialities, subjectivizing new actors, and
attempting to establish Geneva as a new authority in the (anti-)trafﬁcking scene.
More speciﬁcally, Geneva attempted to act as a centre of ‘authorizations’ through
hosting conventions that bound co-signatories to act against trafﬁcking, though in
ways heavily inﬂected by Rockefeller authorizations emanating from New York. In
terms of ‘subjectiﬁcations’, the League named and summoned forth governments
(as reporting agencies), women and children (as victims), and a host of trafﬁckers (as
criminals). Furthermore, the League deployed ‘normalizing’ tactics that were aimed
tomake states, towns, andports inhospitable zones for trafﬁcking and topromote an
abolitionistmoral turn against tolerated prostitution. Finally, while League ‘spatial-
izations’ tethered nations to international conventions, the League also circulated
literature and terms along routes that aspired to themobility and rangeof trafﬁckers
themselves.
But theLeaguealsoexperimentedwithbiopolitical tactics that targeted ‘the lifeof
individuals aswell as of nations’, regarding sexual reproduction, drug consumption,
economic performance, and moral regulation. Here, its tactics included circulating
pamphlets and questionnaires, proposing deﬁnitions, compiling comparative data
sets, and stigmatizing certain characters while calling others into being. But the
chief aim of these governmentalities was to encourage national legislation beyond
the scope of international law. This paper has focused on the League’s methods. Its
legal effects can be traced in the international conventions and national laws that
were passed under its inﬂuence. Its normative effects are necessarily more diffuse,
and must be tracked through intimate archives that trace the impact of League
questionnaires, statistics, incitations, and stories.77 At this level, the realization of
the League’s hopes will be transcribed, as will be the very differing experiences of
women who found their brothels closed down, their movements newly surveyed,
and their spatial life worlds radically reformed.
76 National Archives, New Delhi, India/Home(Public)/1931/32/11/31.
77 Forworkonthe tailoringof trafﬁckingpolicies to India, and theuptakeofLeagueworkbyan India-basedanti-
brothel campaigner, see S. Legg, ‘Of Scales, Networks andAssemblages: The League ofNationsApparatus and
the Scalar Sovereignty of the Government of India’, (2009) 34 Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers
NS 234; S. Legg, ‘Governing Prostitution in Colonial Delhi: From Cantonment Regulations to International
Hygiene (1864–1939)’, (2009) 34 Social History 447. For comparable work on Siam, see S. Hell, Siam and the
League of Nations: Modernisation, Sovereignty andMultilateral Diplomacy, 1920–1940 (2010).
